
Design Canvas - develop

WHO WHOM

HOW

The true reason to be in business are: Relationships

The tool to create relevant propositions is: Design 

Clear insights on 
real customer needs 
deliver:

Realistic view of one‘s 
ambitions and capabilities 
create an:

Market 
focus

Brand
focus
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relevant propositions

Customer focus

Design focus

WHAT

unique identity

The Experience
Products, Touch Points, Interactions

coherent?
All touch points are coherent and stringently 
executed.
* define the quality of execution
* assess the execution of touch points

viable ?
The brand is connected to customers and can 
add meaning. This is returned through value! 
(eg. through loyality ;-)
* share values with your customers
* connect through ambition and motivation

feasible ?
The brand is able to pull this off.
* do a Business Model analysis
* check if you deliver on your promise

attractive ?
The Brand imange is appeapling to customers!
* check the effect of your communication
* scan and use all channels!

authentic ?
The Brand Promise is in line with the Brand 
Image.
* develop mendatory Design Principles
* assess all brand assets against principles  

The Gestalt
Style Guides , Design Principles

The Customer
Segmentation, Markets, Channels

The Brand
Values and Brand Promise

relevant ?
The solution is an answer to a ‚real‘ need! 
* follow insights, not only observations
* does the insight meet the customer‘s need?



Design Canvas - questioning

WHO WHOM

HOW

Market 
focus

Brand
focus
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Customer focus

Design focus

WHAT
The Experience
Products, Touch Points, Interactions

The Gestalt
Style Guides , Design Principles

The Customer
Segmentation, Markets, Channels

The Brand
Values and Brand Promise

Why is this coherent?

Why is this viable?

Why is this relevant?

Why (this) relationship?

Why (this) execution?

Why is this feasible?

Why is this attractive?

Why is this authentic?

Why (this) 
propositions?

Why (this) 
identity?


